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We value your time and individuality with flexible training options that suit your needs and
interests. Choose a path that earns you certification in anywhere from 12 to 24 months, with the
type of courses you prefer to take.

Advanced Training Overview
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Flexibility and Accountability

Experienced faculty teachers with a wide range of expertise

Courses that provide excellent comprehensive and inclusive education, with respect for
both ancient and modern wisdom, and an appreciation for diversity and inclusion

Adaptive and holistic approach to yoga practice, firm in the belief that everyone can
practice yoga given the right tools and adaptations

Personalized education plan that allows you to study what is most important to you

Ongoing opportunities for support from your teachers and fellow students

What to Expect from Our Program

We work with you to match you with the best options for your education and career. We are with
you each step of the way to help you get the most comprehensive and effective training possible.

Not sure what you want to study? Read on to learn about what we offer and see what appeals to
you. Part of the journey is learning what your skills and talents are and how you can best share
those with your students.

Know exactly where you want your career to take you? Look at our offerings with an eye for how
what we know can help you on your way. We include plenty of mentoring to help you understand
how what you are learning can be applied directly to the work you want to do. 



To meet the demands of a modern yoga teacher, we have created a program with options for
both personal and group learning, self-paced and live training, choosing the best things about
each kind of education to support you as you flourish and grow. You choose from key areas of
focus to work towards the career that you want.

Each semester, we will focus on an area of study and offer workshops and group mentoring to
support that area. You choose which semesters you would like to enroll in based on the areas
that interest you. If you don't want to participate in the area of study for a semester, you will
choose other areas to focus on as part of your "Advanced Teaching Skills" semester, which you
can begin and complete at any time.

One 20-hour Mentoring Course: Meets virtually once a week for 5 weeks, focusing on
an area of study to support personal practice and the lifelong study of yoga

Elective Workshops and Webinars: Focused on topics and yoga practice that
complement the area of focus in each semester

Group and Personal Mentoring: Group yoga practice, share circles, and practice
teaching time. Virtual and in-person options available.

Training Retreat in Fall and Spring semesters

Each Semester Includes

Semester-Based Training
Focused Areas of Study and Collaboration

Semesters are four months each, meaning you can complete your advanced training in as little as
12 months. Or, choose to space out your education and continue to join in mentoring and
workshops during your "off" semesters.
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Course Catalog
Asana Focus

Live Virtual Course: Advanced Asana and Alignment
Self-Paced Courses: Advanced Anatomy and Creative Sequencing
Retreat: Body Reading and Hands-on Adjustments

Required Hours for This Area of Study

Live Virtual Course: 20 hours
Self-Paced Courses and Retreat: 62 hours
Electives and Group Mentoring: 16 hours

Personal Mentoring: 4 hours
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More live hours are offered each semester (immersion weekends and webinars) than are
needed for each student. You decide which workshops and group sessions to attend to
add up to 16 hours.

Advanced Asana and Alignment
20 hours | Asana Focus | Live Virtual Course
Get personal feedback and support on your practice and learn how to teach your students safely and effectively through
a wide range of asana. With a progressive, systematic approach, take a deep dive into asana practice and learn about
how to progress and advance through asana practice smoothly and empower your students to do the same.

Advanced Anatomy
30 hours | Asana Focus | Self-Paced Course & Retreat
Take a practical approach to understanding anatomy in yoga practice in this course, studying the biomechanics of the
body in an accessible way. During our immersive retreat, apply the knowledge from the self-paced work with practical
skills like body reading.

Creative Sequencing
15 hours | Asana Focus | Self-Paced Course
Learn how to build sequences for all levels of students in a variety of yoga styles. We will take a close look at a range of
asana, studying anatomy, body mechanics, and the benefits of each pose. Using this deep understanding of the purpose
and effect of each asana, we will study and practice linking the postures together in a way that is physically and
energetically beneficial with the least amount of risk.

Partner Yoga and Manual Adjustments
15 hours | Asana Focus | Retreat
Join us for this hands-on immersion into partner yoga and adjustments. We’ll explain and demonstrate the fundamentals
of partner yoga, including body reading, understanding points on the body for support and traction, weight balancing,
and grounding. For the adjustments section, we’ll discuss and practice using the power of touch to provide a supportive,
load-bearing, comfortable, experience based on community and trust. We’ll cover understanding the limits of the teacher
and practitioner, and to communicate through touch and empathy.



Course Catalog

Required Hours for This Area of Study

Live Virtual Course: 20 hours
Self-Paced Courses and Retreat: 50 hours

Personal Mentoring: 10 hours
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More live hours are offered each semester (immersion weekends and webinars) than are
needed for each student. You decide which workshops and group sessions to attend to
add up to 16 hours.

Holistic Focus
Live Virtual Course: Yoga Lifestyle Coaching
Self-Paced Courses: Experiential Anatomy, Personal Practice and Self Study
Retreat: Personal Practice and Self Study, Yoga Lifestyle Coaching

Personal Practice, Self Study, and Professional Development
30 hours | Holistic Focus | Self-Paced Course, Retreat, & Personal Mentoring Course
Through study of yourself and yogic wisdom, create practices for yourself that will nourish and inspire you to be an
excellent facilitator for your students. Study will include Ayurvedic principles of self-care, therapeutic practices, and the
art of setting and achieving meaningful goals. You will also learn how to use this knowledge to enhance your professional
skills and learn how to apply the tools for yourself and your students.

Experiential Anatomy
20 hours | Holistic Focus | Self-Paced Course
Learn to foster a relationship with the body that is based on mutual trust. In our sessions, we will learn and experience
practices to help connect us to our bodies energetically, learning to awaken and trust the body's intuition. Through the
study of physical and energetic anatomy and somatic practices, you will learn how to work with and care for the body you
rely on for your work and life.

Yoga Lifestyle Coaching
50 hours | Holistic Focus | Live Virtual Course, Retreat & Personal Mentoring Course
Building on the yogic principles learned in other courses this semester, learn how you can meet with private clients to
help them create personal practices and help them pursue their goals in a healthy and meaningful way. This course will
include live training sessions, application during our retreat, and 10 hours of personal mentoring to help you become a
qualified professional.



Course Catalog

Required Hours for This Area of Study

Live Virtual Course: 20 hours
Self-Paced Courses and Retreat: 62 hours
Electives and Group Mentoring: 16 hours

Personal Mentoring: 4 hours
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More live hours are offered each semester (immersion weekends and webinars) than are
needed for each student. You decide which workshops and group sessions to attend to
add up to 16 hours.

Meditation Focus
Live Virtual Course: The Yoga Sutras
Self-Paced Courses: Pranayama Mantra, Mudra; Inspired Teaching; Yin Yoga
Additional offerings for mentoring in lieu of retreat

The Yoga Sutras in Practice
20 hours | Meditation Focus | Live Virtual Course
A close look at the philosophy of the yoga sutras and how to incorporate this philosophy into life in practice. Study the
yamas and niyamas, the kleshas, and meditation, learn chanting of key sutras, and practices for studying and
understanding a text that can take lifetimes to fully understand.

Yin Yoga
16 hours | Meditation Focus | Self-Paced Course
Wind down your practice and teaching with the yoga style that embraces stillness in the body and slowly allows opening
and release, physically, mentally, and emotionally. Learn the unique philosophy and approach of yin yoga and the
fundamentals of teaching this style of yoga.

Pranayama, Mantra, and Mudra
30 hours | Meditation Focus | Self-Paced Course
A deep study of breathing and meditative practices that impact the subtle bodies. In this course, you will practice and
learn to teach a variety of techniques in each category as practiced in the classic yoga tradition.

Inspired Teaching
16 hours | Meditation Focus | Self-Paced Course
Draw on inspiration from many sources and learn effective techniques for sharing this inspiration with students. Guided
by experienced therapeutic teachers and yoga scholars, you will learn how to draw from a multitude of sources to inspire
your students to a practice that is meaningful, insightful, and personal.



Course Catalog

Required Hours for This Area of Study

Live Virtual Course: 20 hours
Self-Paced Courses and Retreat: 62 hours
Electives and Group Mentoring: 16 hours

Personal Mentoring: 4 hours
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More live hours are offered each semester (immersion weekends and webinars) than are
needed for each student. You decide which workshops and group sessions to attend to
add up to 16 hours.

Trauma Sensitive and Adaptive Focus
Live Virtual Course: Trauma-Sensitive Teaching
Self-Paced Course: Adaptive Yoga
Retreat: Somatic Movement and Holding Space

Trauma-Sensitive Yoga
20 hours | Trauma and Adaptive Focus | Live Virtual Course
Learn the intricacies and skills needed to hold space for students who have experienced trauma. The
introductory/overview course will help you to understand how to adapt your language and teaching to help students have
a safe and effective yoga practice, regardless of their experiences. 

Adaptive Yoga
30 hours | Trauma and Adaptive Focus | Self-Paced Course
Practice adapting your teaching of yoga to fit a variety of needs. Learn anatomy, physiology, and contraindications for a
variety of common physical limitations and conditions and how to modify asana and other practices to best serve these
populations.
The Art of Holding Space
16 hours | Trauma and Adaptive Focus | Retreat
Become more intentional with the environment you create as a guide and teacher with this facilitation training. Use the
tools and philosophy of yoga to guide group experience and discussion in classes, support groups, and other meetings. 

Somatic Movement
16 hours | Trauma and Adaptive Focus | Retreat
Experience movement that can help to process the trauma response in the body by soothing the nervous system,
allowing for healing and recovery from long-held tensions and movement patterns. By helping students to cultivate a
sense of trust with the body with this kind of movement, we can help them to gain greater self-understanding on their
path to recovery.



Becoming a Teacher Trainer or Yoga Educator
16 hours | Self-Paced Course | Suggested for Yoga Educator Career Path
Teaching teachers requires more than good experience teaching yoga. In this one-of-a-kind course, learn the essential
skills needed to become a faculty trainer or continuing education provider. Learn the fundamentals of lesson planning,
presentation, and classroom management. Study how to teach to different learning styles, guided by modern psychology
and the wisdom of Ayurveda. This course is indispensable for anyone wanting to shift their path to guide new teachers in
their study of yoga.
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Teaching Power Yoga
20 hours | In-Person Immersion Course | Suggested for Skilled Asana Teacher Career Path
This training will teach you how to safely practice and teach power yoga, the popular ashtanga-inspired format that
challenges the body and mind. Course components will include power yoga practice philosophy, class sequencing, safety
in advanced asana, and teaching power yoga to all levels of students.

Course Catalog
Additional Courses

Aerial Yoga
60 hours | In-Person Immersion Course | Suggested for Skilled Asana Teacher Career Path
The aerial hammock is a master prop that allows us to take yoga to places we cannot go anywhere else. Aerial
yoga makes the difficult practices of asana easier, and the simple things harder! We can experience
weightlessness with some movements, and feel our bodies challenges as never before with others. Our
collaboration with master teacher Anne McCarthy of Aerial Yoga San Antonio and Standard Deviation yoga
ensures that you will learn everything you need to know to safely assemble aerial yoga gear, teach thoughtful
and safe aerial yoga classes, and take your teaching to an entirely different plane of experience.

These courses can be included in your "Advanced Teaching Skills" 100 hours

Any of the individual courses from the "Areas of Study" catalog can also be used towards the "Advanced
Teaching Skills" 100 hours, along with mentoring, immersion weekends, and webinars. Talk with us to create
your unique plan for these hours.

Prenatal Yoga and Reproductive Health Master Course
20 hours towards 300-hour program, and 85-hour Prenatal Certification | Live Virtual Course
Meeting over 5 weekends, this course will prepare you to care for students through the whole reproductive process, from
fertility to pregnancy to postpartum and beyond. We will also study preparation and recovery and yoga practice to
support health around reproductive surgeries, such as hysterectomy, and complications, such as endometriosis or
prolonged postpartum issues. 

Sacred Sound
20 hours | In-Person Immersion Course | Personal Transformation Specialist or Trauma and Adaptive Career Path
Study of using instruments and mantra to tune into vibrations that enhance practice

Yoga for Athletes
16 hours | Holistic Focus | Self-Paced Course
This training will help you bring yoga into the athletic arena. Learn how to teach yoga that complements athletes' current
fitness regimen, allowing them to reach optimal physical and mental performance. 



Apprenticeship

Teaching Special Populations
A focused approach to working with student populations that are of special interest to you. Work with
your mentor to create practices for this group and connect with them where you can teach them.

Asana Refinement
Focus on individual postures that allows the teacher to refine their own practice while learning detailed
anatomy and practice of yoga postures. Work with your mentor to break down how to practice and
teach postures so that you can fine-tune your understanding of the physical practice of yoga. Learn how
you can support students in their physical goals, including how to plan personal practices and help
students with manual adjustments.

Professional Skills
Work with your mentor to create a personal plan for your business. Learn how you can pursue your
professional goals in the best way with effective marketing, powerful business relationships, and smart
business decisions. 

Yoga and Spirituality 
Learn how the tools of yoga can be combined with spiritual practice and be a spiritual practice in an of
itself. Work with your mentor to enhance your spiritual practice and learn how you can support students
in their spiritual journey in a way that is safe, inclusive, and powerful.

Unique Areas of Study
Create a completely unique course with your mentor to focus in on what you really want to study.

These courses are highly personalized and will be adapted to fit the needs of each individual student. The
following descriptions might give you an idea of how you might choose an area of focus for your
apprenticeship. Apprenticeships are 20 hours, and are included in your "Advanced Teaching Skills" semester. 
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Presentation and Teaching Skills
Focus on your language, tone, voice, and physical presentation. Learn how to plan your classes
effectively so you feel confident in your delivery and understand how different approaches to teaching
can help a wide range of students learn effectively.

Opening a Yoga Studio or School
Create a business plan and receive support throughout your training to take steps to open up for your
own studio or yoga school. This apprenticeship will be 40 hours of your training and will include multi-
faceted support from our expert faculty teachers on all aspects of yoga business. You'll learn not only
how to manage your studio or school, but how to find balance and stay healthy while doing so.

Book or Literature Studies
Study focused on texts important to yoga philosophy or training, such as works by Gary Kraftsow and
Anodea Judith or translations of The Bhagavad Gita or Yoga Sutras. This type of apprenticeship is ideal
for someone wanting to study a particular style or branch of yoga practice, or for someone who wishes
to pursue writing as part of their career.


